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Abstract

We propose three digital coin schemes for doing electronic transactions over the Internet.
These schemes are based on one-way hash functions. The rst scheme uses an ordinary
one-way single hash function chain, which forms the basis of a simple micropayment scheme.
The second scheme is based on a new technique called double-locked hash chain technique
which overcomes some of the drawbacks found in single hash chain schemes. The third
micropayment scheme presents a method to achieve client anonymity.

1 Introduction
The explosive growth of the Internet, coupled with its potential use as the core of the national
and global information infrastructure, is creating a huge eld of business opportunities. This includes a wide range of online services, ranging from home shopping to unforeseen network-based
ventures. Activities can include accessing library books electronically from home, providing
education electronically, viewing movies, news on demand, purchasing items from electronic
catalogues, shared electronic white boards or more generally conducting business transactions
electronically.
In carrying out electronic commerce over the Internet, it will be necessary to handle high
volume of small transactions that are of low value; typically, each transaction's value may range
from a few cents to a few dollars. With the current transaction fee structure, some of the
existing credit-card base protocols, such as NetBill [9] and SET [10], do not seem to be suitable
for supporting small or micropayments.
To support micropayments, a high degree of eciency is required; otherwise the cost can
exceed the value of the payments. There may also be a requirement for such transactions to
be processed quickly given that there can be a large number of them. That is, the number of
computations required per payment should be as minimum as possible. Recently, several micropayment schemes have been proposed; these include Millicent???, PayWord[7, 8] and NetCard
[1]. Some of these protocols make use of hash functions instead of expensive public key operations and are based on decentralised validation of electronic payments at the vendor's server,
thereby removing any unwanted communications. Nevertheless, they all are credit-based payment systems, so they might not be suitable for casual customers. Several cash based electronic
payments have also been proposed in literature [3, 5, 6, 11, 14] but most of them are not suitable
for micropayments for eciency reasons.
In this paper, we study three cash-based micropayment protocols based on hash chains.
The rst scheme is proposed using a single one-way hash function chain, which forms a simple
micropayment scheme. The second scheme is based on a new technique called double-locked hash
chain technique which overcomes some of the drawbacks found in single hash chain schemes.
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The third micropayment scheme presents a method to achieve client anonymity. These three
protocols are useful in creating a platform for micropayments to be achieved in an Internet
environment.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 outlines the micropayment environment and
requirements for micropayment schemes. Section 3 introduces the notion of one-way hash chains.
Sections 4 ,5 and 6 describe the three micropayment schemes respectively.

2 Micropayment Environment
In the usual manner, we will assume that there are three main parties namely, clients (C ), vendors
(V ) and a nancial institution (which we will refer to as the bank - B) in the micropayment
environment. The bank is responsible for managing accounts of both clients and vendors. It
is the only party that can authorise digital coins for use in the system. The clients purchase
services from the vendors using digital coins. The vendors deliver the requested services to the
clients and deposit the digital coins at the bank. We also require a trusted public key authority
TA who can sign public key certi cates for all the parties involved.
A micropayment scheme is required to satisfy the following security requirements:

 Eciency: Computations involved in the payment mechanisms should be as minimum as





possible and be of low cost.
Hardware Independence: No special physical device should be necessary to ensure system
security.
Forgery: It should not be economically feasible for an attacker to forge the electronic
token; in other words, forging digital coins should be more expensive than buying them.
O -line Payment: The payment scheme should not require the bank to be involved on-line
during any transaction between clients and vendors.
Multiple Transactions and Service Providers: A client should be able to do a number of
micropayment transactions with several di erent service providers on a single day.

There may be another requirement for electronic payments namely that of client anonymity.
There may be several reasons for considering the anonymity feature to be optional. One such
reason is the computational cost as it is likely to involve additional costs. .

3 Hash Coin Chain
Public key digital signature schemes have been widely used in electronic payment schemes as
they help to minimise disputes that may arise. However public key schemes are computationally
expensive; therefore, in certain circumstances, it may not be practical to require clients to sign
each payment with public key signature schemes. Micropayment schemes such as the PayWord
scheme make use of hash functions which can be done much faster compared to public key
schemes.
For example, the PayWord scheme (a credit-based scheme) [7] generates a chain of PayWords,
w1; w2; :::; wn, using hashing operations in the reverse order

wi = h(wi+1 ); (i = n , 1; n , 2; :::; 0);
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(1)

The client then signs the root w0 using his secret key of a public key system. The client sends
the signed w0 to the vendor and subsequently sends each PayWord to the vendor, starting from
w1. The veri cation of all the PayWords in the chain is based on Equation (1) and the root of
the chain w0. All PayWords are associated with the signed root via the hash function. This
method ensures that all PayWords come from the client and no one else. The security of the
PayWords is dependent on the diculty of calculating the inverse of the hash function.

4 First Scheme
All parties, Client (C ), Vendor (V ), and Bank (B), are assumed to have public-key capability.
Let PKX denote the party X 's public key, SKX be the corresponding secret key, CertX be the
corresponding public key certi cate signed by a trusted authority such as the bank. Let [:::]SKX
denote the signature using SKX , and let [:::]PKX denote encryption using PKX .

4.1 Withdraw Phase
Consider the case where the client C wishes to withdraw some n digital coins from the bank B.
1. C generates a hash chain fcig, (i = 0; 1; 2;    ; n), which is computed in reverse order
recursively,
ci = h(ci+1); (i = n , 1; n , 2;    ; 1; 0)
(2)
2. C requests to withdraw n cents by sending [[n; c0]PKB ]SKC and CertC to the bank.
3. B, upon receiving the message, veri es C 's certi cate, validates C 's signature, decrypts it
with SKB , and signs h(nkc0 ) with its secret key SKB to form

R = [h(nkc0)]SKB :
B then sends R to C and deducts n cents from C 's account.
4. C veri es B's signature on R and the withdrawal is completed.

(3)

Now C has n cents to spend.

4.2 Payment and Deposit Phases
For each hash chain, the client must start to spend the hash chain from the rst coin c1. Without
the loss of generality, we assume that the client has spent (j , 1) coins and now wishes to spend
the coins, cj ; cj +1; : : : The payment protocol is as follows:
1. C ! V : CertC ; [c0; n; R]SKC .
2. V ! C : [ok; R]SKV .
3. C ! V : (j; cj ); (j + 1; cj +1); :::; (k; ck).
In Step 1, C sends its public key certi cate and the payment commitment signed with SKC to
V . In Step 2, V validates the information. If the checks are successful, V sends the ok token
signed with SKV to C . In Step 3, C pays V k , j coins. The validation of the coins is done as
follows:
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At end of the day, the vendor can send the client's payment commitment [c0; n; R]SKC and the
rst coin (j; cj ) and the last coin (k; ck ) to the bank. Upon validation of the coins, the bank
deposits (k , j ) cents to the vendor's account. The client is allowed to spend the remaining of
the chain using the same process.
The protocol is ecient as the number of public key operations are kept to a minimal level.
To validate each coin, only one hash operation is needed.
Forging our coins is expensive. To spend each coin, one needs the bank signature on the rst
element (c0) of the chain. All coins in the chain are linked to this element. So to forge electronic
coins, one must either forge the bank signature on c0 or be able to compute ci from ci,1 . Given
the assumption about strong hash functions, both these scenarios are assumed to be infeasible.
Furthermore, since the client is not anonymous, s/he cannot double spend as the bank that has
the full record of each spent coin chain.

5 Second Scheme
This scheme is based on double hash chains

fc0; c1; : : :; cn; c00; c01; : : :; c0n; Rg
(4)
where cn and c0n are integers chosen at random and R = h(njjc0jjc0) should be signed by the bank.
\jj" denotes bit-string concatenation. The hash chains are computed in terms of ci = h(ci+1),
c0i = h(c0i+1), (i = n , 1; n , 2; :::; 0).
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Figure 1: Illustration of the Second Scheme.
The second scheme is illustrated in Figure 1. Each digital coin in the double hash chain is
represented by the pair of hash values (ci ; c0n,i). The coin has the following features:
(1) knowing a coin (ci; c0n,i ), one can readily validate it in terms of R, and
(2) knowing a coin (ci; c0n,i ), one cannot compute other coins

5.1 Withdraw Phase
In this phase, a client wishes to withdraw some n digital coins from the bank.
1. C generates double hash chains using Eq. (4).
2. C computes RPKB . We have omitted the modulus for brevity. The modulus is a large
composite number which is a product of large primes.
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3. C requests to withdraw n cents by sending [n; RPKB ]SKC and CertC to the bank.
4. B, upon receiving the message, veri es C 's certi cate using PKTA and C 's signature using
PKC , decrypts RPKB using SKB, and then computes the signature (nR)SKB . B then
sends it to C , deducts n cents from C 's account, and stores n and R (assuming each coin
is worth one cent).
5. C then veri es B's signature and denotes

R0  (nR)SKB :

(5)

Now C has n cents to spend.

5.2 Payment and Deposit Phases
The payment protocol is as follows:
1. C ! V : CertC ; [c0; c00; n; R0]SKC .
2. V ! C : [ok; R0]SKV .
3. C ! V : (1; c1; c0n); (2; c2; c0n,1 ); :::; (l; cl; c0n,l+1).
In Step 1, C sends V its public key certi cate and the payment commitment signed with SKC .
In Step 2, V validates the information. If these checks are successful, then V sends the ok token
signed with SKV to C . In Step 3, C pays V a set of coins. The validation of the coins is done
using
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h(h(h(:::h(cl):::))) = c0; h(h(h(:::h(c0n):::))) = c00:

A current coin can be validated with the information of the previous coin. At end of the day, the
vendor sends the client's payment commitment [c0; c00; n; R0]SKC and the last coin (l; cl; cn,l+1 )
to the bank. Upon validation of the coins, the bank deposits l cents to the vendor's account
(assuming each coin is worth one cent).
The client can continue spending money with the same or a di erent vendor subsequently.
The protocol for the same vendor is simple and hence is not included here. Now we consider
how the client spends the remaining coins with a di erent vendor.
1. C ! V : CertC ; [c0; c00; n; R0; (l + 1; cl+1; c0n,l )]SKC .
2. V ! C : [ok; l + 1; R0]SKV
3. C ! V : (1; cl+1; c0n,l); (2; cl+2; c0n,l,1 ); :::; (n , l; cn; c01).
After Step 1, the vendor should validate client's signature and all information embedded in the
signature. This includes validating the coin (l + 1; cl+1; c0n,l ) using
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h(h(h(:::h(cl+1):::))) = c0; h(h(h(:::h(c0n,l):::))) = c00 ;

and verifying the coin chain in terms of
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h(h(h(:::h(cn):::))) = cl+1:
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With (l; cl+1; c0n,l), the second vendor cannot produce the previous coins in the same chain which
have been spent with the rst vendor, since he cannot compute cn,l+1 ; cn,l+2 ; :::; cn. The second
vendor deposits the coins by sending the client's commitment [c0; c00; n; R0; (l +1; cl+1; c0n,l )]SKC
and the last coin (n , l; cn; c01) to the bank.

6 Third Scheme
Both of our previous schemes did not provide client anonymity; this scheme consider this issue.
The basic technique used here involves Schnorr's one-time signature [12].

6.1 Anonymous certi cate
If C wishes all of its payments to be anonymous, C contacts TA and asks for an anonymous
certi cate. Upon their agreement, C pays TA a small amount of money for the anonymous
service and TA issues an anonymous certi cate [OK; g U ]SKTA , where SKTA is TA secret key
and U is the identity of C registered with the TA. The certi cate should also include some
timestamp and expiry time but we will omit them here for convenience. TA must be trusted
by C . Alternatively, the client can obtain the anonymous certi cate from the bank using zeroknowledge proof[13]. This might lead to some extra costs for the anonymous service due to the
ineciency of zero-knowledge proof.

6.2 Withdrawal Phase
If the client wishes to withdraw n coins, s/he chooses a random number cn and computes
ci = h(ci+1) for 8i 2 f1; : : :; n , 1g. For each ci , C uses blind signature technique [4] to withdraw
an anonymous coin from B using the following protocol:
1. C generates a random number xi , computes mi = h(ci kg xi ) and sends mi to B.
2. C then uses blind signature technique [4] to obtain the bank signature on mi by choosing
a blind factor ri and sending to B ti = riPKB  mi mod n. B signs the value of ti using
B
the RSA scheme and returns the signature t0i = tSK
i . The client then removes the blind
B
factor ri to obtain m0i = t0i =ri = mSK
i ,
After the withdrawal phase, C has each coin Ci in the form of [h(cikx0i )]SKB mod n, where
x0i  g xi . This coin is unforgeable unless the factorization of n is known [5]. For each coin Ci,
C stores [ci; xi; x0i; m0i].

6.3 Payment and Deposit Phases
When the client wants to spend the chain C1; C2; : : :; Cn, s/he must spend them in the order
C1; C2; : : :; Cn . Without the loss of generality, we assume that C has already spent all the coins
C1; : : :; Ci,1 in some previous payments. Now if C wishes to pay some coins to V , C must send
them in the exact sequence Ci; Ci+1;    ; Cj ;    as follows:
1. V generates a random challenge a and sends it to C . This challenge should be unique for
each transaction. For example, it can be computed as a = h(VkDatekTime).
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2. C computes the response b = xi , Ua mod q to the challenge a and sends it along with
[OK; g U ]SKTA , ci ; x0i; m0i to V , where g is a large prime number. The response b is the
Schnorr's one-time signature on the message a and xi is a one-time number. V accepts the
coin if and only if the anonymous certi cate is valid and Ci is signed by the bank and b is
the client's Schnorr's one-time signature on Ci .
3. For every coin Cj , thereafter, C sends [xj ; cj ; m0j ] to V . V accepts the coin Cj if the bank's
signature on the coin is valid and the coin is indeed the next coin in the chain. This can
be done by checking if h(cj ) = cj ,1 .
At the end of the day, V deposits all the received coins at B using the challenge a. B goes
through exactly the same veri cation process as V did in payment phase. If the checks are
successful, then B pays V an equivalent value of money.

6.4 Discussion
Double Spending : Payment schemes that provide client anonymity are vulnerable to double-

spending attacks. We will now show that double-spending cannot be achieved in this protocol.
For convenience, let us refer to the rst coin Ci as the signed coin and all other coins Cj as
the normal coins.
In this scheme, the rst double-spent coin(Ci ) must be the rst coin in at least one transaction, So there are only two possibilities: Ci is spent as either signed coin in the both transactions
or as a signed coin in one transaction and a normal coin in another transaction.

 Signed-Signed coin: C spends Ci as a signed coin twice, i.e. for two di erent challenges
a; a , B has b = xi , Ua mod q , b0 = xi , Ua0 mod q. B can easily nd U by computing:
0
U = ab0,,ba mod q
 Signed-Normal coin: C spends Ci twice, once as a normal coin, the other as a signed
coin. B therefore has a and xi , Ua from the signed coin, and xi from the normal coin.
These are sucient to compute U .
0

So in either case, the value U can be computed. The evidence is undeniable because U is
client's secret information, which is infeasible for the bank to compute unless the client had
double-spent.

Anonymity: Client anonymity is protected against vendors and the bank. This is because, for

all payment transactions, the client only shows his anonymous certi cate. On the other hand,
as the coins are blindly signed by the bank the bank cannot trace any particular coin to any
client.

Coin Forgery: As each coin is signed by the bank, forging coins is equivalent of breaking
RSA digital signatures.

Eciency: Only one online computation is required per payment transaction. This is more
ecient than currently known electronic payment schemes that allow client anonymity. One
online computation that does not involve discrete exponential computations can be acceptable
for micropayments.
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